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  Event & Wedding Management 
Lot 2130, 2

nd
 Floor, Yakin Commercial Centre, Jalan Jee Foh 4, 

98000 Miri Sarawak. 
Tel: 085-416166, 016-8724884, 019-8890322 

(Wholly owned by: MIC IN CONTROL ENTERPRISE MRI/2011/846) 

Website: www.jeffincontrol.com 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jeff Chan’s Profile 
 

Full Name: Chan Boon Chen, Jeff   Nationality: Malaysian 

Gender: Male      Height: 173cm 

DOB:  28
th

 April 1988    Race:  Chinese 

Graduated: Professional National Diploma (UK) in Commerce (BTEC) 

Profession: Wedding & Corporate Event Emcee, VO Talents, Business / Event Manager 

Emceeing Languages & Writing Skills: English & Mandarin  

Personalities:  
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Jeff is an outgoing and a very positive-thinking person. He loves to share his experience and 

knowledge to others at any time. He is also a very talkative person when meeting with interesting 

people. When he is on stage hosting events, he acts professionally according to the theme and the 

needs of the respective events. His outgoing personality makes him an interesting emcee during 

wedding reception events and corporate events.  

Apart from his love in emceeing, he also loves to expose himself in business. He owns an event 

management company named JIC Entertainment which supplies talents and professional event 

management services to the demanding clients in the region. His company, JIC has signed quite 

a number of artists ranging from dancers, beatboxers, singers, clowns, impersonators, emcee etc. 

to provide various stage performances to its clients.    

Emcee Experience: 

Jeff starts emceeing events in year 2009 for NGOs and officially debut in his professional career 

in year 2011. He begins his first emcee job in friend’s wedding reception dinner at Dynasty 

Hotel Miri.  

With his positive and outgoing personalities applied in his career, he then slowly become the 

most talented and energetic character in the industry. Based on the clients’ word of mouth, Jeff 

has gained his reputation well in wedding reception and corporate events. He has emceed up to 

300 over events since year 2009. Corporate event clients include SARAWAK SHELL 

BERHAD, PETRONAS CARIGALI, TECHNIP, ASTRO, CMS GROUP, BANK 

RAKYAT, MAYBANK, CLASS NK, GUINNESS, KOBELCO, HYUNDAI, TOYOTA, 

TRAVELPORT, NAM CHEONG SHIPYARD, HAI O GROUP, BINTANG 

MEGAMALL, MERDEKA MALL, SPORTS TOTO, SHIN YANG GROUP, and etc.      

Voice Over Talent Experience    

Besides emceeing, Jeff also involves himself in Voice Over Talent. He has assisted one of the 

local video production company to record VO to MYY Mall Miri & Lee Sing Group’s corporate 

videos.  

NGOs Involvement 

Jeff found his innate talent from his involvement in NGOs. He is currently an active member in 

Miri Youth Activity Center (MYAC) and Junior Chamber International (JCI). Both of these 

organizations have given a platform to him from building up emcee talent to business 

development and to public relationship networking.   

Jeff’s Commitment to Clients 

He will always performing his very BEST to the clients according to his commitments and 

believes – “EVERY EVENTS ARE UNIQUE WITH PERFECT EMCEE PERFORMANCE”. 


